We determine all possible torsion groups of elliptic curves E with integral j-invariant over pure cubic number fields K. Except for the groups Z/22, Z/32 and Z/22 @ Z/22, there exist only finitely many curves E and pure cubic fields K such that E over K has a given torsion group E,, (K), and they are all calculated here. The curves E over K with torsion group E roOR( K) r Z/22 0 Z/22 have j-invariants belonging to a finite set. They are also calculated.
INTRODUCTION
Let E: Y2+a,XY+a,Y=X3+a2X2+a,X+u, l"i E K, be an elliptic curve in generalized Weierstruss normal form defined over an algebraic number field K We denote by A the discriminant and by j the absolute invariant of E over K (cf. [12, 16, 17, 211) . Two elliptic curves E, E' over K, given in generalized Weierstrass normal form
In particular, there are only finitely many elliptic curves E with integral absolute invariant j over quadratic fields K having a torsion group of order and isomorphism type &OAK) g WZ 0 WZ.
For the isomorphism type excluded, there are only finitely many associated absolute invariants j. Moreover, those elliptic curves E with integral invariant and torsion group of order >3 are defined only over finitely many quadratic fields K, viz.
K= Q(,,%
for -31 GDD593.
Our aim is to establish a similar result for curves E over pure cubic fields K. This requires a detailed knowledge of the arithmetic of K.
S-UNITS AND EXCEPTIONAL S-UNITS
First we shall recall that there are only finitely many exceptional S-units in an algebraic number field K. This result will enable us to show in the next section that, over any fixed algebraic number field K, there exist only finitely many elliptic curves having a given torsion group and an S-integral absolute invariant j.
We denote by L', the set of all places of the number field K. For a finite subset Y of places of ZK containing the infinite ones, we take the complement S = EK\Y of Y in C, and denote by O(S) the ring of S-integers and by U(S) the group of S-units in K. A number E E K is said to be an exceptional S-unit with respect to a given y E K\(O) if E, E -y E U(S) and an exceptional S-unit if E is an exceptional S-unit with respect to y = 1.
Of fundamental importance in what follows is the Theorem of DirichletHasse-Chevalley on S-units stating that the group of S-units of a number field K is finitely generated (see [ 18] ), U(S) z wx zs-l, where W is the group of aN roots of unity in K and s = (9'1 is the cardinality of the exceptional set Y. Specifically, this theorem asserts the existence of a system of s -1 fundamental S-units such that every S-unit in K has a unique representation of the form with a root of unity 5 and rational integers pi.
The finiteness of the set of exceptional S-units of a number field K can be derived from the Theorem of Siegel-Mahler on S-integral points (see [8, 9] ). We quote this theorem only in the special case required for our purposes. Instead of Theorem 1, we shall require in the sequel only the following fact which can be easily derived from it. THEOREM 2. In any given algebraic number field K, the set of all exceptional S-units with respect to a y E K\(O) is finite.
Proof: This theorem is known (see [S 3) . For the sake of completeness, however, we show how it follows from Theorem 1.
Since we see that all exceptional S-units with respect to y E K\(O) yield a solution of the equation &+&'=y (1) with E, E' E U(S). Hence, it suffices to show that there are only finitely many solutions E, E' E U(S) of (1) in K. By Theorem 1, we know that E and E' admit unique representations of the form with roots of unity 5, {' in K and We put rational integers pi, oj (i, j = 1, . . . . s -1).
with 0 G pi, vj G 2, By varying pi, vj (i, j, . . . . S-1) in the first two equations, we see that Eq. (1) may be replaced by 32("-') equations of the form cfx3 + BY' = y. (2) Now let w be the number of roots of unity .in K. Then, by varying < and l', we get 32(S-'). w2 equations of form (2) . By Theorem 1, each of these equations has only finitely many S-integral solutions in K. Hence Theorem 2 follows.
PARAMETRIZATIONS
Now, we return to elliptic curves. Our interest focuses on those curves having S-integral absolute invariant and certain given torsion groups. Employing the so-called Kubert E(b, c) normal form (see [7, 141) we get the following result which is fundamental for our purposes. THEOREM 3. Let E be an elliptic curve over K whose absolute invariant j is S-integral. Then, for a given torsion group, up to isomorphism, we have exactly the following parametrizations with P = (0,O) as a point of maximal order.
E,,(K)
2 Z/22, E: Y2 = X(X2 + a,X+ a4), a2,a4cK,a4#0.
For the twist of E Ed : Y2 = X(X'+ a,dXf a,d2), dEK", we put Then E is birationally isomorphic to E': Y* = aX(X--1)(X-p), aEKX, pEKX\(l}.
We put E := 24p. Then
we put E := b-'. Then
we put E :=d-'. Then and J-3 E K; we put E := 3a. Then
for all p l S.
11. Em(K) 2 Z/62,
we put E := c-l. Then
(1) 0 <up(e) < 20,(3) (2) 0 < u,(l + E) < 3u, weput &=a--. Then
14. E TOR 2 z/5z, E: Y2+(1--b)XY-bY=P-w, bEKX;
we put E = b. Then
16. Em&Y) a Z/72,
we put E = d. Then This theorem served as a basis of a corresponding investigation in [ 121. Its proof is to be found in [12] (cf. [lo, 151).
As a consequence of Theorems 2 and 3, we get THEOREM 4. There are only finitely many elliptic curves E over a fixed number field K having S-integral absolute invariant j and a torsion group containing (up to isomorphism) one of the following groups:
and there are only finitely many S-integral absolute invariants j E K such that an associated elliptic curve E over K has a torsion group containing (up to isomorphism) the Klein four group: E&K) 2 Z/22 0 Z/22. Proof' We present here the proof of the case Em(K) 2 Zl% the remaining cases being treated similarly (cf. [ 15) ). By Theorem 3, case 14 (1 ), (2), we must show that there are only finitely many E E K satisfying the conditions (1) EE U(S), (2) 0,<v,(s2-11~--1)<3v~ (5) for all,pES.
Let us consider the .number field K' := K(d) and define 9' to be the finite set of places of K' containing all extensions to K' of the places in Y and the (nonarchimedian) places of K' lying over 5. We put S' := C,.\Y'.
In K' the factorization 1 As the referee observed, a simple proof of this theorem could also be given by studying the modular curves X,(n) for the corresponding orders n.
holds. Theorem 2 implies that there are only finitely many E E K' satisfying EE U(S), E-y&/hU(S~).
Since KG K', we conclude that there exist only finitely many E E K satisfying conditions (1) and (2).
PURE CUBIC NUMBER FIELDS
Now we shall restrict ourselves to considering pure cubic fields K as basic fields for our elliptic curves E. Let D be a positive cube-free integer. Following Dedekind (see [3] ), we define a pure cubic field K = Q(@) to be of For the determination of elliptic curves with integral j-invariant and nontrivial torsion group over a pure cubic field K it will be necessary to acquire an explicit knowledge of the maximal order O,, the discriminant A,, and the set of all places C, of K.
Dedekind obtained the following results (see [ 31). Further, we shall need to know the decomposition behaviour of a rational prime p in a pure cubic field K. A complete description of this was also given by Dedekind (see [3] ). We now denote by K a number field with discrete additive valuation u, K, the completion of K with respect to u, R, the corresponding valuation ring, pV G R, the maximal ideal of R,, 1, := R,/p, the residue field of K, of cardinality IL"1 = 4, = PG"
for the prime pv such that p, 1 p", wheref, is the residue degree and e, the ramification index.
Note that we have the inclusions
An elliptic curve E over K, in generalized Weierstrass normal form is said to be u-minimal if
N&on and Tate [13, 17] have shown that a u-minimal equation for E always exists and is unique up to birational isomorphisms defined over R,. Suppose now that E is given in u-minimal Weierstrass normal form over K,. Then, if E has good, multiplicatiue, or additive reduction mod p, (cf. [6, 13, 16, 17, 21] ), it follows that u(j)>,O, ~0, or >/< 0, respectively. Since we shall consider elliptic curves E with integral j-invariant only, our curve E has either good or additive reduction mod p,.
We introduce the reduced curve E given by E: Y2+a",XY+li,Y=X3+a"2X*+d4X+a"6 (4 E E") and take the reduction map Furthermore, Niron (see [13, 16, 17) ) gives a complete classification of the reduction behaviour of E. The curve E has {~~~~;ultiplicative} reduction mod pv if and only if
= &, is non-singular and hence elliptic o ,!? is singular and has a node (with rational tangents) .
is singular and has a cusp Moreover:
according as .
E has split multiplicative good or additive reduction mod p,.
For n EN, the group E,(K) :
for each HEN.
We recall that in the case of good reduction, the elliptic curve E over E, satisfies the analogue of the Riemann hypothesis (cf. Cl, 6, 16, 20, 211) I~(L)l~l+s,+qhi.
On combining these results we arrive at (cf. [4, 6, 11, 123 As a consequence of Theorems 6 and 7, we obtain (cf. [ll, 151).
THEOREM 8. Let E be an elliptic curve defined over a pure cubic field K having an absolute invariant j such that v(j) >, 0 for each valuation v of K such that pr ) 2 or 3.
Then, up to isomorphism, the torsion group of E over K is one of the following groups:
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6 that there is a place pv ( 2 of norm
and that, for every place pV ) 3,
Therefore, the Riemann hypothesis yields'
if E has good reduction at this particular place p, 1 2, and IJw")I < 83 if the curve E has good reduction at any place pv I 3.
(*) (**I
On the other hand, the hypothesis of Theorem 8, according to which u(j) > 0 for pU 1 2 or 3, entails that E has either good or additive reduction at these places p,.
(a) Suppose that E&K) contains a point of prime order p 2 5. Then, by Theorem 7, E necessarily has good reduction at all places pv ) 2 or 3. But then we gather from (*) that we must have p = 5. Choosing a place pu 1 2 such that N(p,) = 2 we conclude from Theorem 7.1 that 0) PTORWl I 5 d4. On choosing any place pv ) 3 such that N(p,) = 3 and observing (**), we derive from Theorem 7.1 that On combining all possible cases of good or additive reduction at pv ( 2 or 3 and taking the relations (*), (**), (i), and (ii) into account, we end up with the divisibility relation IGmW)l I 2*-3.
This proves Theorem 8.
TORSION GROUPS OVER PURE CUBIC FIELDS
Now we wish to discuss which of the possible maximal torsion structures exhibited in Theorem 8 can be realized in the case of elliptic curves with integral j-invariant over pure cubic fields. In order to explicitly determine those curves, we shall use the parametrizations given in Theorem 3. Since our curves have integral j-invariants, we choose Y in Theorem 3 as the set of all infinite places of K The elliptic curves E having one of the torsion structures # (0) listed in Theorem 8 each depend on one parameter only. For the determination of these parameters, we have to solve the norm equations which arise from the corresponding parametrization of E given in Theorem 3. The various possible torsion groups will be discussed separately.
E&K) z z/122
By Theorem 8, we know that there exists no elliptic curve E over a pure cubic field K with integral j-invariant and E,,(K) > Z/122.
(a) Let K be of Dedekind type 1. Theorem 3, case 12, implies that the parameter E is an integer: E E OK. Thus, by Theorem 5, E=a+p$z+ypi, where a, fl, y E Z and a f +b mod 9. Hence we must solve the norm equations
for n~{O,1,2,3),m~{O,l}.
By first combining (2) for nE (0, 1,2, 31, rn6 (0, l}.
The algorithm described under (a) shows that there are no solutions of the equations (l')-(3') such that a, 8 , y E Z, a = a/? = by mod 3 and a z +_ b mod 9. Hence we can summarize our findings in PROPOSITION 1. There is no elliptic curve E with integral absolute invariant j over a pure cubic field K having a torsion group ETOR(K) z z/122.
ETOR(K) z Z/22 Q3 Z/62
By Theorem 3, case 13, the norm equations to be solved are (5) an algorithm, similar to the one described under l., we deduce that there are no solutions EE 0,. Hence we have established PROP~SITITION 2. There is no elliptic curve E with integral absolute invariant j over a-pure cubic fteId K having a torsion group EToR(K) g Z/22 0 Z/62.
We remark that Propositions 1 and 2 could also be derived from the results obtained in the subsequent case 3.
E,,(K) "= Z/62
By Theorem 8 and Propositions 1 and 2, we know that there exists no elliptic curve E over a pure cubic field K having integral j-invariant and torsion group EToR(K) > Z/62. By Theorem 3, case 11, we obtain the norm equations By the methods introduced in 1, we find the six curves listed in Table V . Two of them are already defined over Q, whereas the other four are defined over the pure cubic field K= Q( $). Now we see that the last relation can be satisfied only for finitely many aE Z. For each of those aEZ, we calculate the entity jyab by employing (**). The results are listed in Table IV. (b) Let K be of Dedekind type II. In this case, by Theorem 3, case 3, we have to solve the norm equations Here we get from (2') a= -24+ A+576+Byab, /?yub = a* + 48a -A.
Proceeding analogously to the case of Dedekind type I, we obtain no additional curves in this case.
Altogether, as basic fields, we obtain the pure cubic fields K= Q(G) for D E { 2, 3, 5, 311, and these are all of Dedekind type I.
We note that the results of case 4 are also a consequence of those obtained in the subsequent case 5 if one employs 2-isogenies.
ETOR(K) 2 Z/22 0 Z/22
On the basis of Theorem 8 and Proposition 2 we see that there exists no elliptic curve E over a pure cubic field K having integral j-invariant and torsion group ET&K) > Z/22 0 Z/22. In the preceding case 4, we have calculated all basic fields K and all parameters E satisfying conditions (1 ), (2) On putting E' := E + 16, we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the parameters E satisfying (*) and the parameters E' satisfying (**). Thus, by Theorem 3, we eventually get infinitely many elliptic curves E which, however, are only twists of the curves belonging to a finite set of invariants j. They are all listed in Table III . In this connection we recall the following well-known (cf. [4] ) Fact. All elliptic curves E with a fixed absolute invariant j # 0, 123 over 'an arbitrary algebraic number field K have the same number of K-rational torsion points of order 2.
E,,,(K) > Z/22 or ETOR(K) 2 Z/32
In the case of ET&K) > Z/22, by Theorem 3, case 1, we have to solve the norm equation
for no (0, 1, . . . . 36).
The solutions yield infinitely many curves E and infinitely many basic pure cubic fields K. By specializing to the field of rationals K = Q, we obtain the parameters As in the previous case, the solutions yield infinitely many curves E and infinitely many basic pure cubic fields K. By specializing to the field K = Q, we obtain the parameters &= 23" for n E (0, . . . . 6) which again lead to the absolute invariants listed by Frey [S].
ET&K) z Z/SZ
By Theorem 8, we know that there exists no elliptic curve E over a pure cubic field K with integral j-invariant and a torsion group ET&K) > Z/5Z. By Theorem 3, case 14, the norm equations to be solved are (1) N(E)= _+l N(E2-ll&-l)= +_5"
for n E (0, . . . . 9}.
We put D := ab2, 6 := @, and S := $%, and assume that a > b. We shall now find all values of D such that there exists some parameter E E OK for which (1) holds.
We shall use the polynomial g(x) = x2 -11x-1. If EE UK, then fj= -l/&E UK, and the expression g(q) =cP2+ 11~~' -1 has norm N(g(q)) = -N(g(s)). Hence, if E is any solution of (l), then so is q. Therefore, if (1) has a solution E in a given field K, then, with no loss of generality, we may choose E to satisfy (~1 > 1.
We now prove the following The Lemma shows that there is no solution of (1) in any pure cubic field K whose normalized fundamental unit E,,( > 1) is suficiently large, viz. Ed s 1950. On the other hand, Cusick [2] has shown that for any cubic field K with discriminant A, < 0, the regulator satisfies the inequality R = log E,, 2 4 log() A,(/27). This effectively bounds those values of a and b for which Eq.
(1) has a solution E in K However, in our case we can do somewhat better than this result by establishing the following lower bound for the regulator. From these three equations, we infer 3s6 = o(q + co2$ + w&q, 3tS= fT(q + oy + o+').
By taking absolute values, we get 3 I4 w, 3 I4 J/o6 I?1 + WI + WI = hl + 2 h'l < 1+2 WI. From the assertions of Theorem 9 and the preceding Lemma, we conclude that if (1) has a solution in some field K = Q(S), then 6 = w necessarily satisfies the inequality If we define T,, = log 13, = T,-i + log t?F', we see that T,, increases with increasing n, and TV + , = R is the regulator. Thus, in order to find all fields K= Q(D) such that a0 < 1950, we used Voronoi's algorithm to determine those values of T, + I such that T, + 1 < 7.6 for all values of D satisfying (0 ). If, for any such D, we found that T,, > 7.6 when n < v + 1, then computations concerning this D-value could be suspended, as Ed > 1950. The entire process required only a few minutes of computer time2 to execute. We exhibit the results of this run in Tables I and II for each E such that E = +E: with m < 7.6/R. The reason we evaluated N(E -11 -l/s) as opposed to N(s* -1 la -1) is that the coefficients of 1, 6, and 8 for l/s are smaller than those of .s*; this ensures that in the process of evaluating the norm we do not exceed the one word precision of the machine.
For only one value of D did we find a value of M(E) which is a power of 5. This occurred for D=2, a=.@, and e=sg=5+4@+3$. Weierstrass normal form is to be found in Table VI .
THE MAIN THEOREM
On summing up the results of our computations in Section 6, we arrive at our main result stated as Theorem 10. Table III. ' Curiously, this solution had been found earlier, by hand, by the second author CO]. 10 . Let E be an elliptic curve with integral absolute invariant j over a pure cubic field K. Then, up to isomorphism, the torsion group of E over K is one of the following groups: It also follows from Section 6 that there are only finitely many elliptic curves E with integral absolute invariant j over a pure cubic field K having a torsion group of order lEmW)I ' 3
and isomorphism type Em(K) 2 Z/235 0 WZ.
For the isomorphism type excluded there are only finitely many associated absolute invariants j. Moreover, those elliptic curves E with integral and E be an elliptic curve over K s.t. its absolute invariant j is integral and E TOR 3 Z/62; then E is birationally isomorphic over K to one of the elliptic curves in Table V. invariant and torsion group of order >3 are defined only over finitely many pure cubic fields K which are all of Dedekind type I, viz.
K=Q($@ with b=landa=2,3,5,31.
They are all in Tables III-VL4 8
. TABLES OF ELLIPTIC CURVES
The elliptic curves in the tables are all given in short Weierstrass normal form over K using the notation introduced in Section 1. Tables I and II concern the basic pure cubic number fields. and E b e an elliptic curve over K S.I. its absolute invariant j is integral and ETOR(K) 3 h/52!; then E is birationally isomorphic over K to the ellipfic curve in Table VI. 4These tables have been produced on a Siemens PC MX-2 by means of the computeralgebra system SIMATH.
